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File Name Description
Hvac,Fan,Large,Outdoor,Whine,Squeak,Hum,Rain.wav Large rooftop hvac cooling fan running at regular intervals, with rain falling and faint background noises.
Hvac,Fan,Pitch Fluctuating,Wind Noise,Loop.wav Small shower fan running, speed and pitch fluctuating with powerful outside gusts of wind.
Hvac,Industrial unit,Large,Loop-01.wav Large indoor hvac fan and filter unit running
Hvac,Industrial unit,Large,Loop-02.wav Large indoor hvac fan and filter unit running
Hvac,Industrial unit,Large,Loop-03.wav Large indoor hvac fan and filter unit running
Hvac,Industrial,Exhaust,Hi Rpm,Whine,Air Noise,Loop.wav Industrial hvac installation running at high rpm's with air noise and whining sound.
Hvac,Industrial,Intake,Hi Rpm,Whine,Loop.wav Industrial hvac installation running at high rpm's with whining sound.
Hvac,Intake,White Noise,Loop.wav Industrial hvac installation running, emitting almost white noise.
Hvac,Roomvent,Rickety,Rattle,Worn,Loop.wav Room ventilation running with a rickety, rattling sound
Hvac,Roomvent,Rickety,Rattle,Worn,Switch Click,Start,Run,Stop.wav Room ventilation with a rickety, rattling sound starts, runs and stops.
Hvac,Wind Noises,Drone,Hum,Loop.wav Hvac drone with hum and wind noise.
Hvac,Wind Noises,Drone,Hum,Whine,Semi Random,Loop.wav Hvac drone with hum, whine, semi random whistling and wind noise.
Hvac,Wind Noises,Drone,Hum,Whine,Semi Random,Near,Loop.wav Hvac drone with hum, whine, semi random whistling and wind noise.
Hvac,Wind Noises,Drone,Hum,Whistle,Cooling Compressor,Loop.wav Hvac drone with hum,whistle,wind noise and a cooling compressor running.
Hvac,Wind Noises,Drone,Hum,Whistle,Cooling Compressor,Power On.wav Hvac drone with hum,whistle,wind noise and a cooling compressor powering on.
Hvac,Wind Noises,Drone,Hum,Whistle,Loop.wav Hvac drone with hum, whistle and wind noise.
Roomtone,Bathroom,Hvac,Drone,Low Mids,Loop.wav Bathroom roomtone with a low-mid frequency droning sound from hvac.
Roomtone,Bathroom,Hvac,Heating Noise,Loop.wav Bathroom roomtone hvac with white noise from radiator.
Roomtone,Bathroom,Hvac,Heating Noise,Plumbing Noises.wav Bathroom roomtone hvac with white noise and clunking sounds from radiator.
Hvac,Pink Noise,Whistle,Random,Near,Loop.wav Hvac drone with pink noise and random whistling.
Roomtone,Hvac,Drone,Hum,Low Mids,Loop.wav Hvac roomtone with a droning low-mid frequency hum.
Roomtone,Hvac,Noise,Whistle,Water Pipes,Drip,Loop.wav Hvac roomtone with noise, whistling and dripping sound.
Roomtone,Hvac,Noise,Constant,Dark,Heavy,Loop.wav Hvac roomtone with constant, dark and heavy sounding noise.
Roomtone,Hvac,Noise,Constant,Whistle,Modulated,Heavy,Dominating,Loop.wav Hvac roomtone with constant noise, modulated whistling and overall heavy and dominating sound.
Roomtone,Restroom,Hvac,Hum,Loop.wav Restroom roomtone with hvac noise and hum.
Roomtone,Restroom,Hvac,Noise,Drips,Outside Noises.wav Restroom roomtone with hvac noise, dripping and outside noises.
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